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MARKUS SIMMONS
markussimmons12@yahoo.com  | 918-344-7792  | Broken Arrow, OK 74014

Great people skills, great with busy work and free availability.
Detail-oriented hard worker with strong background in food service and preparation. Excel at delivering excellent
customer service in fast-paced environments. Recognized for exceptional work ethics and people skills.

Cash Handling
Cashiering
Cooking
Criminal Justice
First Aid
Merchandising
Packaging
Cameras
Retail Sales
Safety
Food Services
Register operations
Inventory rotation
Sanitation and safety standards
Inventory checks
Effective customer communication
Work area maintenance

Upselling
Cleaning and sanitizing
Safe food handling
Machine Safety
Equipment use
Sales expertise
Signage and pricing accuracy
Stocking of food cases
Point of Sale systems familiarity
Preparing food items
Product Knowledge
Hospital standards
Schedule management
Patient relations
Menu item familiarity
Cooking procedures

Sprouts Farmers Market Inc, Grocery |
Stillwater, OK
Senior Deli Clerk
11/2020 - Current

Made orders by slicing, weighing, packaging and pricing meats and
cheeses.
Distributed new item samples to customers in order to provide
opportunities for individuals to try products before purchase.
Sanitized and kept work areas tidy by cleaning surfaces, equipment and
floors, removing trash and maintaining machinery.
Stored perishable food items in freezer or refrigerator to protect food from
spoilage.
Organized ingredients and restocked supplies to prepare for busy
periods.
Checked signage and pricing to verify accurate displays on counters and
in cases.
Assessed customer needs, including food allergies and suggested
additional menu items as appropriate.
Updated displays, cases and other customer-facing areas to increase sales
of special items.
Created aesthetically pleasing food arrangements for special orders and
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party trays.
Gave exceptional customer service to all guests, including during peak
business periods, which resulted in increased sales and boost in revenues.
Removed food items from inventory and restocked refrigerated and
frozen cases to maintain product availability.
Observed key food safety procedures by checking proper storage and
appropriate temperatures for cold and frozen items.
Closely adhered to food safety and sanitation procedures established by
company and regulatory agencies.
Used mental math and available tools to total materials needed, costs and
payment due quickly and efficiently.
Cross-trained in other kitchen positions to support team and meet
customer needs.
Communicated effectively with deli counter customers to answer
questions and make recommendations.
Worked with customers placing large or specialized orders, providing
samples and recommendations and responding to requests.
Completed orders of all sizes according to customer preferences,
improving patron retention.
Accepted and processed cash, check, card and mobile payments,
maintaining.
Cleaned utensils, dishes and glasses for customer use.
Maintained work areas in clean, neat and sanitized manner to reduce
potential for illness or injury.
Documented and entered special orders for event catering and party trays
using electronic handhelds and scanners.
Answered telephone inquiries about available menu items, products and
services and delivered appropriate information so customers could make
valid choices.
Received new inventory and rotated stock by dates to keep items fresh
and usable.
Followed recipes and customer requests to prepare high-quality, delicious
meals.
Stayed calm and professional in all situations and resolved conflicts to
customer satisfaction.
Checked and recorded temperatures of refrigerator and freezer daily to
verify proper working conditions.

Spirit Haloween | Stillwater, OK
Customer Service Cashier
09/2020 - Current

Exchanged and returned items, noting all details in company database
and placed returned merchandise in bins for restocking.
Counted tills at beginning of shift with start money and balanced and
reconciled register, reflecting financial discrepancies, refunds and account
deferrals.
Processed credit card, EBT and gift certificate payments in electronic
computer systems.
Redeemed coupons and cross-sold products to maintain customer
satisfaction levels.
Greeted customers and responded to informational requests.
Handled customer complaints and concerns promptly, escalating complex
issues to direct supervisor for quick resolution.
Unboxed new merchandise and added to shelves in accordance with
planograms and stock rotation policies.
Wrapped items and bagged purchases properly to prevent merchandise



breakage.
Worked closely with front-end staff to assist customers and maintain
satisfaction levels.
Kept check-out areas clean, organized, and well-stocked to maintain
a ractive store.
Assisted with purchases, locating items and signing up for rewards
programs.

Neighborhood Walmart | Stillwater, OK
Cashier/Customer Service/Sales Associate
01/2020 - 08/2020

Worked online grocery pickup as well as stocked fresh produce and meat.
And worked as health ambassador during corona virus.
Helped customers find specific products, answered questions and offered
product advice.
Operated cash register, collected payments and provided accurate change.
Assisted with purchases, locating items and signing up for rewards
programs.
Promoted specific item options to drive sales and achieve add-on
purchases.
Increased sales by suggesting specific purchases to customers.

Conveyance Macy's Distribution Center |
Owasso, OK
Cashier/ sales associate/ customer service
03/2019 - 08/2019

Help check out and returns and exchanges., Worked the conveyor belt to
make sure boxes did not stop the line as well as stocked.
Driller, installer.

Tulsa Bus Plant | Tulsa, OK
Driller/Assembly Worker
06/2018 - 03/2019

I worked on assembly line drilling.
Also installed all of condensers and cameras on the buses and custom
hanger.
Some college in Criminal Justice.
Used hand and power tools to assemble products.
Worked at fast and steady pace to meet production goals.
Assessed work for errors or compliance issues and made corrections and
modifications when necessary.
Read tape measures, drawings, diagrams and specifications for correct
assembly.
Kept workstation organized and orderly, making sure production parts,
tools, test equipment and documentation were properly stored and
maintained.
Accurately completed medical device history records, documenting
assembly of high-quality medical devices.
Performed visual final inspections and documentation prior to assembly,
resulting in 100% quality of products.

Oklahoma State University | Stillwater, OK
Bachelors in Criminal Justice
Expected in 12/2021

Broken Arrow High School | Broken Arrow, OK
High School Diploma
05/2015

Education and Training


